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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Allen Corporation Selected by McAfee for Phase One of the McAfee Supported ENS 10.5 Customer
Migration/Upgrade Program
Allen Corporation (Allen), one of the leading McAfee Services Delivery Specialization Partners, has been
selected by McAfee to participate in phase one of the McAfee supported ENS 10.5 customer migration/
upgrade program. McAfee Endpoint Security (ENS) provides a collaborative security framework that
reduces the complexity of endpoint security environments, delivers better performance that protects
productivity, and offers visibility into advanced threats that speeds detection and remediation responses. Its
extensible architecture provides a framework for IT teams who are burdened with multiple solutions to more
easily view, respond to, and manage the threat defense lifecycle.
Allen is highly-regarded for its technical expertise in McAfee security solutions, and has provided
architecture, design, deployment, and operations services for large, complex enterprise and critical
infrastructure networks. Allen has a long history of supporting the McAfee Professional Services Group,
which has utilized Allen on a large number of services engagements in the United States, Canada, Mexico,
and India. Allen is the only professional services partner to achieve an “Exceptional” quality of service
rating every quarter from McAfee Pro Services for the past three years. Allen Corporation is also one of the
first partners to achieve McAfee Services Delivery Specialization for Endpoint Security (ENS).

About Allen Corporation of America
Headquartered in Fairfax, VA, Allen Corporation of America (www.allencorporation.com) is a dynamic,
rapidly growing company that provides expertise in several major technology areas, including: Cyber
Security, Logistics, Training Systems, Digital and VOIP Communications. Our Cyber Security Division is
an industry leader in the research, development, deployment, training and services for cutting edge cyber
security and digital investigator customers around the world. Allen Corporation has major offices in Myrtle
Beach, SC, South Chesterfield, VA, Cortland, NY, and Ft. Worth, TX.
Contact: Jeannette K. Tabb
571-321-1611
jtabb@allencorp.com
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